This article describes a collaboratively engineered general-purpose knowledge management (KM) ontology that can be used by practitioners, researchers, and educators. The ontology is formally characterized in terms of nearly one hundred definitions and axioms that evolved from a Delphi-like process involving a diverse panel of over 30 KM practitioners and researchers. The ontology identifies and relates knowledge manipulation activities that an entity (e.g., an organization) can perform to operate on knowledge resources. It introduces a taxonomy for these resources, which indicates classes of knowledge that may be stored, embedded, and/or represented in an entity. It recognizes factors that influence the conduct of KM both within and across KM episodes. The Delphi panelists judge the ontology favorably overall: its ability to unify KM concepts, its comprehensiveness, and utility. Moreover, various implications of the ontology for the KM field are examined as indicators of its utility for practitioners, educators, and researchers.
Introduction
Ontologies provide a simplified and explicit specification of a phenomenon that we desire to represent (Gruber, 1995) . Ontologies are useful because they explicate components that define a phenomenon and, thus, can help in systematically understanding or modeling that phenomenon. This article advances a general-purpose knowledge management (KM) ontology that can be used by practitioners, researchers, and educators. The ontology is characterized in terms of formal definitions and axioms that have evolved from a collaborative ontology design process. The ontology posited here may be extended, refined, modified, or even replaced, but in its current form it provides a foundation for systematic KM research, study, and practice. As such, it also provides a basis for designing and analyzing technological approaches to KM.
Over the past decade, the KM field has received considerable attention from researchers and practitioners. Despite this attention and consequent progress, KM researchers have not provided a well-integrated framework to the community that would help unify this discipline. This sentiment is appropriately summarized by Spender (2003) when he states, "But as we look at the KM literature it is immediately clear that it is neither homogeneous nor well integrated. There is no single set of terms or even theoretical constructs. . . ." In order to facilitate maturation and progress of KM as a credible research discipline, the field needs a formal ontology that not only offers a comprehensive understanding of KM phenomena, but also operates as an organizer for past research and a generative mechanism for future research directions.
As a step in this direction, we introduce a formal characterization of a KM ontology collaboratively developed with an international panel of KM practitioners and researchers. Prior papers have informally detailed various portions of this ontology and described panelists' piecewise evaluations of them (Holsapple & Joshi, 2000 , 2001 , 2002c . These form a basis for the unified, formal specification of the entire ontology advanced here. We begin with a brief description of the ontology design process and report on the panelists' evaluation of the overall resultant ontology in terms of satisfaction, unification, completeness, and utility. The formal KM ontology is then presented as a system of more than 90 definitions and axioms organized into four components. Implications of the ontology for research, practice, and education are subsequently discussed to illus-trate unfolding contributions of this ontology to the KM field.
Method and Evaluation
Here, we briefly outline the ontological engineering method used for this research. A more in-depth treatment of this method appears in Holsapple & Joshi (2002a) . At the heart of this four-phase process, the KM ontology evolved through collaboration with a diverse panel of KM researchers and practitioners. We also present the panelists' evaluations of the overall ontology that resulted from this method.
The Ontology Design Process
The ontology design process is partitioned into four parts: the preparatory, anchoring, collaborative, and application phases.
The preparatory phase sets boundary conditions for the ontology, establishes a set of standards for guiding the ontology development, and defines design criteria for ontology evaluation. Three boundary conditions were used: we focused on KM in business settings (although the results may well be applicable to nonbusiness situations), we restricted the intent to describing KM phenomena (rather than prescribing or speculating on KM practices), and we sought to capture KM concepts at two or more levels of detail (while realizing that the ontology may be amenable to additional levels of detail). A collection of KM frameworks, KM case studies, KM surveys, and concepts evident in KM articles formed a set of standards used in the next two phases. Because the aim was to produce a unifying, relatively comprehensive KM ontology, we sought to ensure that all were accommodated in the ontology as it was developed. That is, they served as guidelines for what to be sure to include in the ontology as it evolved. The criteria chosen to evaluate the overall ontology were degree of satisfaction, degree of helpfulness, degree of comprehensiveness, and degree of unification.
In the second phase, we developed an anchor ontology by consolidating, synthesizing, organizing, and integrating concepts found in the set of standards. The anchor ontology was developed through several iterations. At the end of each iteration, the ontology was assessed relative to its coverage of the standards, and a decision about the need for another iteration was made. The final version of the anchor ontology was carried forward into the collaborative phase.
During the third phase, we collaborated with a panel of 31 KM practitioners and researchers to further develop the ontology. A list of potential collaborators was complied, consisting of contributors to the KM literature, presenters at KM conferences, and faculty who designate KM as a major research area. Because their perspectives on KM can differ, care was taken to include both researchers and practitioners in the list. The list was then reduced to include only those persons for whom a mailing address could be readily determined, yielding a total of 122 candidates (70 academicians and 52 practitioners) for participation on the KM panel. This number seems to be reasonable for the purpose of capturing a variety of viewpoints covering the current state of KM thought (by comparison, the Bacon and Fitzgerald [1996] study involving a similar methodology, but different a subject, targeted 113 candidates). The result was a diverse set of candidates, each having an active interest and track record in KM practice and/or research.
All 122 candidates were invited to participate and 31 (25.4%) chose to do so. Demographics gathered from the panelists confirmed substantial diversity in type of industry, geographic region, and perspective. These participants had demonstrated experience in the area of KM, were evenly divided between practitioners and researchers, approached KM from diverse vantage points (e.g., sociology, human resources, philosophy, strategy, communications, technologies), and had work activities spanning four continents. A list of these contributors to the KM ontology appears in the Acknowledgements.
The anchor ontology and a questionnaire eliciting views on it were pilot tested for clarity, revised accordingly, and then sent to each panelist. The questionnaire was designed for a structured elicitation of critiques of the framework in terms of the evaluation criteria (comprehensiveness, correctness, clarity, utility, and conciseness) developed in the preparatory phase. Three sections of the instrument correspond to the three components of the initial framework (resources component, knowledge manipulation activity [KMA] component, and KM influences component). In each of these sections, participants' suggestions, concerns, and comments on the component's completeness, accuracy, clarity, and conciseness are captured using seven-point Likert-scale items, as well as via written critiques. Respondents are probed to elaborate on why they were not satisfied with a certain aspect of the framework. They are asked to suggest ways to further improve the framework. A fourth section gathered assessments of the framework's general utility, overall comprehensiveness, overall unification, and limitations.
We organized responses to the questionnaire and analyzed them to determine how to modify/refine the anchor ontology in order to address participants' critiques and suggestions, while still accommodating the set of standards. This yielded a revised ontology that, along with a summary of first-round responses and another questionnaire, was sent to panelists for further critique and comment. Delphi rounds continued in this way until the ontology had evolved to a point where participants expressed no major reservations. At this point, panelists gave an evaluation of the overall ontology, as described in the next section.
In the last phase, which is still unfolding, the utility of the developed ontology has been demonstrated in various ways, such as showing that it provides a unifying view of KM phenomena, using it to characterize KM technologies, using it to structure KM case studies, and adapting it to develop a KM model for competitive analysis. Such uses of the ontology are discussed near the end of this article, following the formal characterization of the full KM ontology.
Overall Evaluation of the Ontology
Participants were asked to give a final evaluation of the overall ontology on four criteria: their degree of satisfaction with it, the extent of unification it provided, its level of comprehensiveness, and the degree of usefulness offered to researchers and practitioners. Frequency distributions of participants' responses for these criteria are presented in Figures 1 through 4 .
This descriptive technique for data analysis readily conveys a sense of the panel's positive view of the ontology. Although hypotheses could have been constructed and tested (e.g., the mean response for success in providing a unified view is significantly greater than the midpoint of moderately successful), the choice of a basis for comparison (e.g., midpoint) would be somewhat arbitrary. Moreover, such testing would not be quite as informative as seeing the underlying distributions, leaving the choice of a comparative basis to the observer.
Overall, 94% of the respondents were at least moderately satisfied with the resultant ontology. The mode for this item was moderate satisfaction, with 38% being more than moderately satisfied. With respect to furnishing a unified and comprehensive view, at least 81% of the respondents gauge the ontology as at least moderately successful. The modes for unification and comprehensiveness are moderately successful and successful, respectively. For unification, 44% perceive more than moderate success. For comprehensiveness, 56% perceive more than moderate success.
Perhaps most important is the finding that a majority of respondents perceive that the ontology has utility for researchers and practitioners. Nearly 60% of the participants evaluate this ontology as being in the range "helpful" to "extremely helpful" for researchers. All but about 5% of the panelists regard it as at least "moderately helpful" for researchers. At about 30%, the mode of ontology utility for practitioners is "very helpful" and more than 70% of panelists indicate that the ontology is at least "moderately helpful" for practitioners. Several panelists indicated that practitioners would especially like to have a prescriptive KM framework, but this is outside the descriptive boundary established for ontology development in the preparatory phase. Nevertheless, the ontology offers a language for considering, discussing, and specifying KM prescriptions.
Formal Specification of the Knowledge Management Ontology
The formal ontology is presented in terms of primitives, definitions, and axioms. Primitives are terms that are con- sidered commonly understood and thus do not need to be characterized. A few examples of primitives used in this article include entity, organization, behaviors, environment, and technology. For the sake of simplicity, primitives are not enumerated; rather, all terms not defined in the ontology are assumed to be primitive.
Definitions form the ontology's backbone, defining its conceptual structure. Each definition is assigned a name using the following convention: The name starts with the letter "D," which is followed by a component acronym and a number. Here, an axiom is a rule or principle that is accepted as true as a result of the ontology development process. An axiom is specified using defined terms and primitives. Axioms are assigned names with the following convention: The name starts with a letter "A," which is followed by a component acronym and a number. The four component acronyms used in naming definitions and axioms correspond to the four components of the posited ontology: knowledge management conduct (KMC), knowledge manipulation activities (KMAs), knowledge resources (KRs), and knowledge management influences (KMIs).
Knowledge Management Conduct Component
We begin with the ontology's definitions and axioms that describe, at a broad level, the nature of knowledge management phenomena. This component provides a foundation for appreciating the ontology's remaining three components.
DKMC1: Knowledge Management-An entity's systematic and deliberate efforts to expand, cultivate, and apply available knowledge in ways that add value to the entity, in the sense of positive results in accomplishing its objectives or fulfilling its purpose.
Knowledge management can be approached or studied on any of several levels, which vary in scope according to the nature of the entity. Much of the focus on KM has been at an organizational level, investigating knowledge management within the boundaries of a firm, enterprise, agency, or other organizational entity. However, it can be examined within a narrower scope, where the entity performing KM is an individual person rather than an organization. More broadly, the scope can be enlarged to transorganizational or national levels. Other scopes that can be used in considering the conduct of KM include interpersonal (involving multiple individuals not belonging to a specific organization), regional (within or across nations), and global. Construction of the ontology via the Delphi process emphasized the organizational scope, but the resultant constructs outlined below may be largely applicable to other kinds of entities as well.
Regardless of the boundary conditions selected for a particular KM study or initiative, the entity involved will have some knowledge and some skills for processing that knowledge. Many definitions of knowledge can be found. These involve considerable diversity and sometimes endeavor to define knowledge in terms of one or another of its attributes. In the Delphi process, no single definition of knowledge was developed. Rather, the intent was to develop a characterization of KM that accommodates different perspectives on the nature of knowledge. In this spirit, Newell's (1982) relatively inclusive view on knowledge is adopted here: DKMC6: Knowledge-That which is conveyed in usable representations.
There are two key aspects to this simple, yet powerful, definition. First, the representations may be of many kinds including symbolic, audio, visual, behavioral, mental, and digital patterns (Holsapple, 1995 (Holsapple, , 2003a . These patterns range from static (e.g., object representations) to dynamic (e.g., process representations). Second, a representation must be usable to some processor in the sense of having sufficient validity (e.g., accuracy, certainty, consistency) and utility (e.g., clarity, meaning, relevance, importance) for sense making (Holsapple & Whinston, 1996) . For a given representation, there are, of course, degrees of usability that can vary from one processor to another, from one situation to another, and from one time to another. Figure 5 illustrates the ontology's conception of knowledge, and the following axioms flesh out the formal characterization: AKMC1: Knowledge representations include mental, behavioral, symbolic, digital, visual, audio, and other sensory patterns that may occur in various object and process formats.
AKMC2: The usability of a knowledge representation is a function of the validity and utility of knowledge it conveys for a particular processor in a particular context. AKMC3: Knowledge has a variety of attributes including mode (tacit vs. explicit), type (descriptive vs. procedural vs. reasoning), orientation (domain vs. relational vs. self), applicability (local vs. global), accessibility (public vs. private), immediacy (latent vs. currently actionable), perishability (shelf life), and so forth.
Some of the attribute dimensions of knowledge are depicted in Figure 6 . More complete and detailed listings of attribute dimensions for characterizing knowledge have been discussed, but are beyond the scope of this article (Holsapple & Joshi, 2001; Holsapple, 2003a) . In a related vein, various knowledge taxonomies have evolved over the years (Nonaka, 1994; Alavi & Leidner, 2001; Marshall & Brady, 2001; Randall, Hughes, O'Brien, Rouncefield, & Tolmie, 2001; Sutton, 2001 ), but are not incorporated into the ontology. In the interest of being generic, the ontology is neutral on these differential views. A user of the ontology is free to adopt whatever specialized characterization of knowledge or attribute focus he/she desires to fit his or her KM context.
The classes of organizational resources traditionally studied in business school curricula are financial, human, and material assets. However, knowledge has been recognized as another important class of organizational resources (Drucker, 1993) and is increasingly being regarded as a basis for organizational competitiveness (Holsapple & Singh, 2001) . KM is also beginning to be included in business curricula (Ruth, Shaw, & Frizell, 2003 AKMC4: Four major classes of organizational resources are financial resources, human resources, material resources (including land, facilities, machinery, computer systems, inventories), and knowledge resources (KRs). AKMC5: Over time, an organization's mix of resources is subject to change via acquisition, production, and elimination.
AKMC6: An organization's KRs can be manipulated by human resources and/or material resources (i.e., computer systems). An entity's resources can be exchanged to acquire new resources from other entities. For instance, a firm may exchange some of its financial resources in order to acquire additional KRs (or vice versa). An entity's KR is comprised of knowledge that belongs to that entity, in the sense that it is available for manipulation (i.e., processing) by the entity's processors. The Delphi process yielded a taxonomy of KRs as one component of the knowledge management ontology. This is formally described later.
The knowledge processors can be human and/or technological. That is, there are usable representations for both human-and computer-based systems, although the characteristics of their processing abilities/capabilities vary and the natures of the representations that are usable to them also vary. DKMC9: Processor-A possessor of certain skills that allow it to implement some range of actions.
AKMC7: Some processors are more effective than others in implementing a particular type of action in a given situation.
AKMC8: A processor may be more effective in implementing one type of action than it is in implementing other types of actions.
AKMC9: Effectiveness of a processor's action can be impacted by the context within which that action is implemented.
DKMC10: Knowledge Processor-A part of (i.e., a participant in) an entity that possesses skills allowing it to implement some range of knowledge manipulations activities with varying degrees of effectiveness.
AKMC10: Knowledge processors can be human participants or computer-based parts in an entity.
AKMC11: A knowledge processor may be individual or collective (i.e., distributed).
Regardless of the processors involved and their respective skills (more or less developed), an entity's knowledge management work involves the manipulation of its KRs by those processors. This often results in a change in the state of the entity's own knowledge and/or knowledge flows that changes the state of KRs belonging to other entities with which it interacts. See Figure 7 .
DKMC11: Knowledge Manipulation-The processing of usable representations.
DKMC12: Knowledge Manipulation Activity-A kind of knowledge processing that can be recognized and characterized independent of the nature of the knowledge representations being processed.
Alternative views have been advanced on what the major KMAs are. These views tend to use differing terminology, overlap in various ways, and deal with manipulation at different levels (Holsapple & Joshi, 2002b,c) . As part of the ontology, the Delphi process aimed to develop a relatively comprehensive, unifying, elemental characterization of the major KMAs that occur in an entity's conduct of knowledge management. An entity may perform these activities in various ways, at varying times, in varying sequences or configurations, via varying processors, and operating on varying KRs. The ontology's KMAs are formally described later.
An entity's conduct of knowledge management is shaped by, constrained by, and guided by various types of influences.
DKMC13: Influence-A factor that can affect resources, processors, and processes. DKMC14: Knowledge Management Influence-A factor that determines how an entity's manipulation of knowledge unfolds in the course of knowledge management.
Specific knowledge management influences have been identified via the Delphi method and are formally described later.
Finally, an entity's knowledge management work can be seen as being organized into episodes . These episodes may be independent or interdependent, serial or parallel, of long or brief duration, simple or complex.
DKMC15: Episode-A distinctive process that can be recognized as separate from (but maybe related to) other processes.
DKMC16: Knowledge Management Episode-An entity's execution of some configuration of KMAs by some collection of processors, triggered by its intent to satisfy a knowledge need or opportunity, operating on available KRs, subject to knowledge management influences, and yielding learning and/or projections.
As illustrated in Figure 8 , each knowledge management episode (KME) is triggered by the recognition of a knowledge need or opportunity; it culminates when that need/ opportunity is satisfied or abandoned. Outcomes of a successful knowledge management episode are learning and/or projections. At a micro-level, KM influences affect what KRs are employed, how KMAs are configured, and what outcomes are yielded within a particular episode. At a macro-level, they affect the patterns of episodes that unfold in an entity's conduct of knowledge management.
It can be instructive to classify types of KM episodes as a basis for studying them (e.g., to investigate what methods or technologies work well for a particular episode class). There are various ways to classify episodes. One of these is given in the following axiom: AKMC12: Knowledge management episodes can be categorized based on the nature of the intent, such as decision making, designing, researching, negotiating, problem solving, and brainstorming episodes.
The foregoing list of episode classes is suggestive rather than exhaustive, indicating that knowledge management episodes are knowledge-intensive processes that can vary in purpose and form.
Knowledge achieves direct returns along two dimensions of organizational performance: learning and projection. By affecting these, it can also indirectly affect other performance dimensions such as financial returns and, ultimately, competitiveness.
DKMC17: Learning-A process whereby KRs are modified; an outcome of a KME involving change in the state of an entity's knowledge. Learning can be functional (a positive change in the state of an organization's KRs) or dysfunctional (a negative change of state). These can be changes in amount, degree, quality, orientation, mode, structure, and so forth. A KME that results in learning may be regarded as a learning episode.
Expressions or manifestations of an entity's KME that are emitted into its environment are called projections. These can include not only knowledge, but financial, material, and human projections as well. In every case, knowledge management is either a prerequisite or co-requisite of projection.
DKMC18: Projection-A process whereby resources are emitted into the environment; an outcome of a KME involving an impact on the state of the entity's environment.
Examples of projections from a firm's KMEs include a commitment of funds to make a purchase (stemming from a decisional KME), a tangible product for a customer (stemming from some combination of design, production, and decisional KMEs), a personal service for a consumer (stemming from some combination of design, operations, decisional KMEs), and knowledge for a client (stemming from problem solving, research, or design KMEs). Fundamentally, a projection is packaged knowledge. Projections can be functional (i.e., positive outcomes for an entity or its environment) and/or dysfunctional (i.e., negative impacts for an entity or its environment). A KME that results in projection may be regarded as a projection episode.
AKMC13: Some knowledge management episodes are learning episodes, others are projection episodes, and still others may involve both learning and projection.
The ontology's episodic view is useful for studying, understanding, and shaping the conduct of knowledge management by an entity of interest.
DKMC19: Conduct-Behaviors that unfold during performance of action. DKMC20: Conduct of Knowledge Management-An entity's ongoing execution of various knowledge management episodes, often configured in interrelated patterns and governed by knowledge management influences.
The ontology's characterization of knowledge management is more fully developed in the next three sections, beginning with KMAs and proceeding to the resource and influences components.
Knowledge Manipulation Activities Component
The Delphi process led to the ontology's identification of basic KMAs, their subactivities, and their interrelationships. We follow this sequence in presenting them formally as definitions and axioms. Recall that a KMA is an elemental type of knowledge processing that can be characterized independently of the nature of knowledge representation being processed.
AKMA1: There are five types of KMAs that can occur in the conduct of knowledge management: knowledge acquisition, selection, generation, assimilation, and emission.
Each type of KMA constitutes a class comprised of many possible instances of that activity. For example, many instances of knowledge acquisition can occur in an entity's conduct of KM. These instances differ in terms of which processor(s) performs the acquisition, the kind of representation(s) used, the mechanism(s) employed in performing the acquisition, the subject matter of the acquired knowledge, and so forth. In the Delphi study, the activities of assimilation and emission were originally termed internalization and externalization, respectively. To avoid confusion with Nonaka's (1994) more specialized meanings of these latter terms, we do not use the original terminology here.
AKMA2: A specific instance of a KMA in an episode can be jointly performed by more than one of an entity's knowledge processors, or it can be performed by an individual processor.
AKMA3: A knowledge processor may have the skill/ ability to perform more than one kind of KMA within a single knowledge management episode or across multiple episodes.
The knowledge resulting from a processor performing a KMA may be transferred for processing within other instances of KMAs. That is, there are flows of knowledge that emanate from KMAs. A knowledge flow may be initiated by a processor performing an instance of an activity, or it may be in response to a request made by a processor performing some other activity instance. So, beyond the main knowledge flows among processors performing KMAs, there are ancillary messages that can pass among activity instances. In addition to requests for a knowledge flow, these include feedback (e.g., about the suitability of a knowledge flow), clarification (e.g., about the meaning of a knowledge flow), evaluation (e.g., of the quality of a knowledge flow), and so forth. As illustrated in Figure 9 , an instance of a KMA mediating knowledge flows and ancillary messages can involve any one of the five manipulation classes.
AKMA4: Instances of a KMA can result in flows of knowledge.
DKMA1: Knowledge Flow-The transfer of knowledge from one instance of a KMA to another instance, possibly involving a transformation of the knowledge representation. DKMA2: Ancillary Message-A message that an instance of a KMA sends to another activity instance in order to issue a request or provide feedback, clarification, or evaluation.
The Delphi process yielded the following definitions for the ontology's five classes of KMA: DKMA3: Knowledge Acquisition-A KMA comprised of identifying knowledge in the entity's environment and making it available in a suitable representation to an appropriate activity.
Examples of knowledge acquisition include conducting consumer satisfaction surveys, purchasing a patented process or data bank, and hiring an employee. DKMA4: Knowledge Selection-A KMA comprised of identifying knowledge within an organization's existing base of KRs and providing it in an appropriate representation to an activity that needs it.
Examples of this activity include selecting qualified employees to lend their knowledge to some task, selecting information from a database, and determining an appropriate policy or procedure from among those known to the entity. Knowledge selection differs from knowledge acquisition in that it focuses on knowledge already possessed by an entity rather than knowledge held by the environment. The difference is important because the nature, the skills, and the cost of processing may vary depending upon whether the resource is internal or external to the entity. DKMA5: Knowledge Assimilation-A KMA that alters an entity's KR, resulting in learning.
Examples of this activity include creating/modifying an organization memory system, documenting best practices, authoring/publishing a policy manual, and sharing knowledge among the entity's processors. DKMA6: Knowledge Generation-A KMA whereby an entity derives or discovers knowledge in the context of existing knowledge.
Examples of this activity include deriving forecasts, discovering patterns, developing strategies, devising methods to improve customer satisfaction, and designing products and services. The knowledge generated may not necessarily be "new" to the entity; it may currently exist or may have previously existed in the entity. For instance, it may be more cost effective to generate new knowledge than to select it, the processor doing the generation may be unaware of its existence in the entity, or the knowledge was not properly assimilated when previously acquired or generated. DKMA7: Knowledge Emission-A KMA that uses existing knowledge to produce projections for release into the environment.
Examples of this activity include manufacturing a product, developing an advertisement, producing a report, furnishing consultation advice, and providing customer service. Knowledge emission results in projections for external consumption, in contrast to assimilation, which results in learning involving KR retention. This term is used for convenience to refer to knowledge generation and/or emission.
As specified in the next five axioms, the ontology sees all of the KMAs as comprised of subactivities.
AKMA5: Knowledge acquisition is accomplished through a set of subactivities that includes identification of appropriate knowledge from the external sources, capturing the identified knowledge, organizing captured knowledge, and transferring the organized knowledge to an appropriate activity.
AKMA6: Knowledge selection involves a collection of subactivities that includes identifying appropriate knowledge within the entity's existing resources, capturing identified knowledge, organizing captured knowledge, and transferring organized knowledge to an appropriate activity.
AKMA7: Knowledge assimilation is realized through assessing and valuing knowledge to be assimilated, targeting KRs where knowledge would be assimilated, structuring knowledge into forms appropriate for the targets, and transferring the knowledge representations as targeted.
AKMA8: The generation of knowledge involves monitoring the entity's KRs and the external environment and obtaining required knowledge (via selection or acquisition); evaluating the obtained knowledge in terms of its utility and validity for the production of knowledge; producing knowledge by creating, synthesizing, analyzing, and constructing knowledge from a base of existing knowledge; and transferring the produced knowledge to an appropriate activity.
AKMA9: Emission is accomplished by targeting elements of the environment to determine what projections need to be produced, producing projections for the target by applying, embodying, controlling, and leveraging existing knowledge, and transferring the projections to targets which involves packaging and delivery.
Externalization is only partially a KMA because it can involve physical activities such as the act of producing a product through transformation of raw materials.
A processor engaged in an instance of a KMA communicates with other processors performing other activity instances through knowledge flows and ancillary messages as defined previously. The next five axioms characterize possible incoming and outgoing knowledge flows for each of the KMAs. These flows are summarized in Table 1 , along with a summary of subactivities.
AKMA10: A knowledge acquisition activity receives knowledge flows from an entity's environment and delivers the acquired knowledge to an activity that immediately uses the knowledge and/or to one that assimilates it within the entity for subsequent use.
AKMA11: A knowledge selection activity receives knowledge flows from an entity's KRs and delivers the selected knowledge to the acquisition, use, and/or assimilation activities.
AKMA12: A knowledge assimilation activity receives knowledge flows from knowledge acquisition, selection, or generation activities and produces knowledge flows that are transferred/embedded into the entity's KRs.
AKMA13: A knowledge generation activity receives knowledge flows from knowledge selection or acquisition activities and delivers the generated knowledge to assimilation and/or emission activities.
AKMA14: A knowledge emission activity receives knowledge flows from knowledge selection, acquisition, and/or generation activities and delivers the packaged knowledge (i.e., projections) to targets in the environment.
Finally, there are axioms that relate the KMAs to other aspects of the ontology.
AKMA15: Assimilating knowledge is a culminating activity in entity learning.
AKMA16: Emitting knowledge is a culminating activity whereby an entity projects knowledge into its environment, adding value to that environment and possibly receiving resources in return.
Both learning and projection can add value to an entity. Learning does so in the sense of enhancing what an organization can potentially accomplish. Projection can add value to an entity and its environment. The value added can be in such forms as improved profits, image, customer loyalty, and visibility. Once emission occurs, its effects on the environment (e.g., in the forms of sales, profits, market impressions, and customer/supplier complaints/compliments) are candidates for knowledge acquisition.
The KM ontology is not prescriptive. It does not advocate any particular approach for coordinating KMAs. Rather, it recognizes that many arrangements are possible. The effectiveness of a particular configuration of KMAs relative to a particular set of participating knowledge processors is moderated by knowledge management influences.
AKMA18: The configuration of KMAs that occur in a knowledge management episode and the collection of knowledge processors that perform those activities are subject to variation. The ontology's KMAs are applicable to any knowledge domain (e.g., marketing, manufacturing, consulting), knowledge mode (tacit or explicit), or knowledge type (e.g., descriptive, procedural, or reasoning knowledge). For instance, the knowledge selection activity may involve a selection of explicit knowledge by extracting records of how a problem was previously handled, or a selection of tacit knowledge by observing behaviors (e.g., seeking and distilling knowledge from an organization's culture).
AKMA19: A KMA can operate on different types of KRs.
Knowledge Resource Component
Recall from definitions DKMC6 and DKMC8 that a KR is conveyed by usable representations that are subject to The basic premise underlying this categorization is that some KRs exist independently of an entity (e.g., organization), while the others depend on the entity for their existence.
DKR1: Schematic Knowledge Resource-a KR whose existence depends on the existence of the organization. DKR2: Content Knowledge Resource-a KR that exists independently of an organization to which it belongs. Schematic knowledge is represented or conveyed in the working of an organization. It manifests in the organization's behaviors. Schematic KRs establish an organization's ongoing identity. They are the basis for attracting, organizing, and deploying content resources.
AKR2: There are four kinds of schematic resources: culture, infrastructure, strategy, and purpose.
Each is a source of revenue or wealth for an organization. Each denotes a kind of organizational KR whose existence depends on the organization's existence. Each may change over time, but is invariably present as a KR.
An organization's values, principles, norms, traditions, unwritten rules, and informal procedures comprise its cultural KR. DKR3: Culture-Basic assumptions and beliefs that are shared by members of an organization, that operate unconsciously, and that define in a basic taken-for-granted fashion an organization's view of itself and its environment (Schein, 1985) . An organization's infrastructure can be viewed as a formal counterpart to its cultural KR. It arranges an organization's participants in terms of the roles that have been defined for participants to fill, the relationships among those roles, and regulations that govern the use of roles and relationships (Holsapple & Luo, 1996) . DKR4: Infrastructure-The knowledge that defines an organization's roles, their interrelationships, and the regulations that govern the use of those roles and relationships. An organization's strategy is comprised of plans for using an organization's infrastructure, culture, knowledge artifacts, and participants' knowledge (as well as other organizational resources). For instance, these can be plans for promoting a product or achieving effective resource allocation.
DKR6: Strategy-The knowledge that defines what to do in order to achieve organizational purpose in an effective manner.
An organization's purpose is directional knowledge with which its strategy, infrastructure, and culture need to be aligned.
DKR5: Purpose-The knowledge that defines an organization's reason for existence in terms of mission, vision, objectives, and goals. The content KRs that exist at a given time qualify, condition, and color an organization's identity.
AKR3: The existence and use of content resources in the conduct of KM are both enabled and constrained by the schematic KRs.
AKR4: Content KRs are of two types: participants' knowledge and knowledge conveyed in/by artifacts. A participant's knowledge or the knowledge represented in an artifact can have an existence apart from the organization that happens to host it at any given time. Each is not only subject to change over time, but is also subject to elimination.
DKR 6: Knowledge Artifact-An object that has no innate knowledge processing skills, but which is (or holds) a representation(s) of knowledge that may be usable to at least one knowledge processor in the organization.
Common examples of knowledge artifacts are video training tapes, books, memos, printed business plans, manuals, reports, patent documents, filing cabinet contents, facilities, layouts, and products (e.g., knowledge embedded in a manufactured vehicle).
DKR7: Participants' Knowledge-Knowledge possessed by a knowledge processor that participates in an organization.
Organizational participants include its employees, customers, suppliers, partners, consultants, and computer systems. The latter can function as substitutes for human participants, doing knowledge processing that may otherwise be performed by human participants. In so doing, they can overcome some of the cognitive, economic, and temporal limits confronting human knowledge processors. The Delphi panel was insistent that participants' knowledge includes the knowledge of not only employees, but also customers' knowledge and that of other ancillary participants in the organization. See DKMI9 and DKMI10 below for definitions of human and material resources. DKR9: Ancillary Participants-Possessors and manipulators of knowledge that do not belong to an organization's base of human and/or material resources, but whose knowledge is readily available for manipulation without having to be acquired.
Regardless of whether we are considering a core participant (e.g., employee) or an ancillary participant (e.g., a key customer), there are interesting questions such as: What portion of the participant's knowledge can the organization regard as part of its own KR (vs. that portion of a participant's knowledge that is not made available to the organization)? What steps can be taken to maximize this portion, at least for the knowledge that would be helpful to the organization? How can this knowledge be preserved (if desired), even when the participant ceases participation?
The primary distinction between participants' knowledge and artifacts lies in the presence or absence of knowledge processing abilities. Participants have knowledge manipulation skills that allow them to process their own repositories of knowledge; artifacts have no such skills. A participant's knowledge is made available to an organization by means of that participant's knowledge manipulation skills. In contrast, an artifact is not accompanied by a processor and does not depend on a participant for its existence.
Existence of knowledge acquisition as a KMA implies the existence of knowledge in an organization's environment. The knowledge emission activity has a similar implication, in that projections can be viewed as embodiments of knowledge. The environment's KRs are a crucial source for replenishing and augmenting an organization's KRs. DKR10: Environmental KRs-Knowledge that exists in an organization's environment that is potentially accessible/ available for acquisition.
Perceptions of schematic knowledge can be captured and embedded in artifacts or participants' memories. For instance, we may represent culture, infrastructure, purpose, or strategy in an artifact (e.g., documentation), but its existence does not depend on the creation of an artifact.
AKR5: Schematic KRs exist independently of any one participant or artifact.
Various interplays exist among the different classes of KRs. For instance, strategy is distinct from purpose (i.e., alternative strategies are possible for a given purpose), yet strategy should conform to purpose; culture is distinct from infrastructure, yet culture can constrain infrastructure and vice versa; each schematic resource is distinct from content resources, yet a rendition of it may be represented in a participant's knowledge or as an artifact.
AKR6: The six types of KRs (participant's knowledge, knowledge artifacts, culture, infrastructure, purpose, and strategy) are both distinct and interrelated.
Knowledge Management Influences Component
Recall from definitions DKMC14 and DKMC16 that knowledge management influences are factors that determine how the manipulation of knowledge unfolds within and across knowledge management episodes. An entity engaged in a KM episode has discretion over some of these influences, while others function as constraints on the epi-sode and its outcomes. The ontological engineering process yielded a taxonomy of KM influences comprised of three major categories, as depicted in Figure 11 . AKMI1: There are three major classes of knowledge management influences: managerial influences, resources influences, and environmental influences.
DKMI1: Managerial Influences-Administrative efforts undertaken by an entity that affect its conduct of knowledge management.
DKMI2: Resource Influences-An entity's resources that are deployed to execute and affect its conduct of knowledge management.
DKMI3: Environmental Influences-Factors external to an entity (i.e., in its environment) that affect its conduct of knowledge management.
An entity may possess the best KRs and knowledge manipulation skills, but they are of relatively little use unless effectively harnessed in the conduct of KM. In the case of an organization, managerial influences emanate from those organizational participants responsible for directing its KM initiatives (such as a chief knowledge officer). The Delphi study yielded four main classes of managerial influences in the KM ontology.
AKMI2: The main classes of managerial influences are knowledge leadership, knowledge coordination, knowledge control, and knowledge measurement.
The notions of leadership, coordination, control, and measurement are not unique to the conduct of knowledge management. However, how to accomplish them with respect to KMC and the natures of their specific impacts on KMC are not definitively known. Their execution with respect to KMC may require special techniques, methodologies, and technologies.
Of the four managerial influences, leadership is primary. It establishes enabling conditions for fruitful KMC.
DKMI4: Knowledge Leadership-An entity's administrative efforts to create circumstances whereby knowledge processors can most effectively do the entity's knowledge work.
Coordination, control, and measurement are contributors to establishing these conditions, but there is an additional aspect to fulfilling the leadership mission. This distinguishing characteristic of leadership is that of being a catalyst through such practices as inspiring, mentoring, setting examples, engendering trust and respect, instilling a cohesive and creative culture, listening, learning, teaching (e.g., through story-telling), and knowledge sharing. Core competencies for effective leaders of knowledge-intensive organizations include being a catalyst, being a coordinator, exercising appropriate control, and properly gauging resources, processors, processes, and influences. For discussions of key aspects of knowledge leadership, refer to Amidon and Macnamara (2003) and Bennet and Neilson (2003) .
A generic characterization of coordination sees it as concerned with managing dependencies (Malone & Crowston, 1994) . In the conduct of KM, dependencies that need to be managed include those among KRs, those among KMAs, those among processors performing these activities, those between KRs and other resources, and those between resources and KMAs. Coordination happens on both an intraepisode and interepisode basis.
DKMI5: Knowledge Coordination-Managing dependencies among KMAs, KRs, knowledge processors, knowledge management processes, and knowledge management episodes.
Coordination approaches suggested and used to manage dependencies in a knowledge-based organization include linking reward structures to knowledge sharing, establishing communications (e.g., communities) for knowledge sharing, constructing programs to encourage innovation and learning, and providing incentives to encourage fruitful KM behaviors on the part of knowledge processors.
Excellent coordination is to little avail if the entity's knowledge or knowledge processors are inadequate. In the conduct of KM, management can take steps to ensure that the entity has sufficient knowledge of sufficient quality (i.e., validity, utility) and sufficient processors sufficiently skilled in needed knowledge processing. Moreover, management needs to protect against harmful exposure/loss of its KRs and processors. DKMI6: Knowledge Control-An entity's efforts to ensure that needed KRs and processors are available in sufficient quality and quantity, subject to required security.
It is important that the degree of control be appropriateneither stifling nor cavalier. Guidelines for providing control in organizations are advanced by Jamieson and Handzic (2003) . Assurance of knowledge control depends on having a clear picture of the entity's strengths and limitations. Measurement is a valuable basis for appreciating how well an entity's knowledge work is progressing. Such evaluation, in turn, can lead to changes in control, coordination, or leadership approaches, as well as directly influence the way in which knowledge management is done. DKMI7: Knowledge Measurement-The entity's efforts at gauging and evaluating KRs, knowledge processors, KMAs, managerial influences, knowledge management episodes, and overall conduct of knowledge management.
Knowledge measurement can not only legitimize the KM initiatives within an organization, but can also allow for identification and recognition of value-adding activities and resources. Like the other managerial influences, knowledge measurement is challenging in practice (Stone & Warsono, 2003) . Practical guidelines for measuring value of efforts in KM initiatives have been advanced by Hanley and Malafsky (2003) .
Aside from managerial influences, the ontology recognizes an entity's resources as influences on the conduct of KM. This includes not just its KRs, but other more traditional resources as well. For instance, varying degrees of financial resources are allocated for KM episodes, human resources with varying knowledge manipulation skills are used in KM episodes, and computer systems are assigned to carry out various instances of KMAs.
AKMIK3: Resource influences on the conduct of knowledge management comprise four major categories: financial resources, human resources, material resources, and KRs.
DKMI8: Financial resources-An entity's financial assets.
DKMI9: Human resources-Skills possessed by an entity's human participants.
DKMI10: Material resources-Capabilities of the entity's material assets, including skills possessed by computer participants.
Recall that the KR definition has already been given in DKMC8 as knowledge conveyed by representations that are subject to manipulation in ways that yield value.
The ontology's third category of influences is concerned with an entity's environment. Unlike managerial influences (and, to a considerable extent, resource influences), environmental influences are factors over which an entity typically has limited (or no) control. These factors may operate as constraints, impediments, or facilitators of the entity's knowledge management efforts. The Delphi process yielded six major classes of environmental influences.
AKMI4: Major types of environmental influences on an entity's conduct of knowledge management include competition, fashion, markets, technology, time, and the GEPSE (governmental, economic, political, social, and educational) climate.
Competition refers to the competitive position in which an entity finds itself. Defending or improving this position may necessitate new knowledge management initiatives or adoption of particular approaches to knowledge management. The fashion factor refers to pressures that an entity experiences to align itself with trends that arise in its environment. Such pressures may inhibit or foster particular approaches that an entity employs in its knowledge work. The market factor encompasses both markets for resources that an entity can acquire (e.g., knowledge, knowledge processors) and markets for the entity's projections. The former can make for bottlenecks that restrict ingredients available for conducting KM episodes. The latter can drive those episodes toward particular kinds of knowledge emissions. The technology factor refers to the present state of technology available for an entity (and its competitors) to adopt in efforts to improve its KM efforts. Like the other classes of environmental influences, this factor is dynamic; technological advances demand continuing attention by those charged with designing and executing the managerial influences.
The time factor refers to pressures that an environment exerts on an entity to accomplish specific knowledge work before a deadline has passed. This can constrain the way in which, and quality with which, the knowledge work is accomplished. The time factor is operative within specific instances of KMAs, on the expeditious completion of a knowledge management episode, and on completing interrelated clusters of KM episodes. The final environmental influence is a complex construct comprised of the governmental/economic/political/social/educational climate in which an entity finds itself. For instance, the thrust and approaches of an entity's knowledge work may be restricted by governmental regulations (e.g., privacy laws), economic conditions (e.g., recession vs. expansion), political pressures (e.g., to terminate controversial programs, to tow the line), social climate (e.g., open vs. closed), and educational levels/availability (e.g., university training in KM).
AKMI5: The three categories of knowledge management influences are both distinct and interrelated.
The ontology does not consider the nature or complexities of these inter-relationships.
Implications for Research and Practice
The collaboratively developed KM ontology has several implications for research and practice. It furnishes a relatively unified and formalized view of KM phenomena. It provides researchers with a relatively comprehensive, organized foundation and common language for studying KM. It gives practitioners a frame of reference for assessing KM practices and recognizing KM opportunities. It points toward a structure and content for developing a formal KM curriculum. These contributions are briefly discussed below.
A Unified View of KM Phenomena
The ontology advanced here presents a formal, unified picture of KM by identifying and describing its principal components and their interrelationships in terms of definitions and axioms. In doing so, the ontology helps address the critical question: What is KM? Evidence of the ontology's unifying value exists not only in the Delphi contributors' evaluation shown in Figure 1 , but can also be seen in a demonstration of its use as a framework for comparative analysis of other characterizations of KM phenomena (Holsapple & Joshi, 2002b) . It gives a common way of viewing each, so that their overlaps become clear, their varying emphases are evident, and directions are suggested for extending each in order to deal with ontological elements not yet covered.
Guidance for KM Researchers
As an aid for conducting research, an ontology's completeness and utility are important, as is satisfaction with the ontology. Delphi participants' favorable views of the ontology's comprehensiveness, satisfaction, and utility are reflected in Figures 2, 3 , and 4, respectively. Figure 4 shows specifically how participants gauge the ontology's utility for researchers. A majority regards it as being in the helpful to extremely helpful range, and over 90% see it as at least moderately helpful. The ontology allows researchers to frame and generate research issues in a systematic manner and gauge the current state of KM research in an organized fashion. It provides a relatively comprehensive set of KM elements and interrelationships that can be used for generating and testing research models to investigate and discuss KM issues. For instance, Massey, Montoya-Weiss, & O'Driscoll (2002) applied the influence component of this ontology to examine the success of a process-oriented KM strategy at Nortel Networks. In doing so, they validate and suggest extensions for the KM influence component of this ontology.
As an illustration on how the ontology can be applied, a researcher can use it to systematically generate, study, and discuss KM-related issues via the construction of exploratory matrices. Examples of such matrices are presented in Tables 2 and 3 . Such matrices provide a mechanism to identify/generate/organize KM investigations.
Some crucial KM-related issues that are facing researchers and practitioners include ethical issues in managing knowledge, issues of outsourcing knowledge development versus developing it in house, downsizing and its impact on KM conduct, reusing versus regenerating (reinventing) knowledge, and knowledge hoarding versus knowledge sharing. When we consider these sample issues in terms of major components of the ontology, topics such as those shown in Table 2 emerge. The table's rows list primary elements within the conduct of KM (i.e., the KMAs, KRs, knowledge influences, learning, and projection). The table's columns list a sample of KM-related issues. Each cell, at the intersection of each row and column, explores the issues that emerge from the relationship between the row and the column constructs. This type of matrix can help researchers identify research questions that need to be investigated. Aspects of KM conduct Factors to consider in order to create and sustain organizational competitiveness through KM initiatives Knowledge manipulation activities ▫ What kinds of mechanisms and techniques are necessary to effectively execute knowledge manipulation activities? ▫ How to design knowledge manipulation strategies to facilitate effective transfer and reuse of knowledge to appropriate knowledge workers without creating information over load on knowledge workers. Resources ▫ What type of programs needs to be created to attract, retain, and develop critical knowledge resources, such as organizational core and ancillary participants? ▫ How to preserve the expertise of organizations' core participants when they cease to be the members of the organization (e.g., due to turnover or retirement). KM influences ▫ What type of incentives and reward systems needs to be introduced to cultivate and nurture an organizational culture where organizational participants create and share knowledge to continually improve and innovate organizational products and services? ▫ How to value and account for knowledge resources in a formal fashion such that its impact on organizational growth indicators can be effectively measured.
An exploratory matrix, such as the one shown in Table 2 , can be further developed by selecting one issue and examining it in greater depth using more detailed ontology elements. This is illustrated in Table 3 by extending and elaborating on ethics issues using ontology subcomponents. This table can be read in a fashion similar to that used for Table 2 . In this table, each cell lists a set of ethical issues in a more comprehensive manner using the subcomponents on the ontology.
Guidance for KM Practitioners
The ontology provides a common vocabulary and frame of reference that can enhance the communication and sharing of ideas among practitioners. It also provides a checklist of considerations to ponder in the course of planning and conducting KM initiatives. Figure 4 shows the relative frequency distribution of Delphi participants' views about the ontology's utility to practitioners. Notice that the mode is "very helpful," and more than three fourths think the ontology is at least moderately helpful to practitioners.
Exploratory matrices derived from the ontology can provide KM practitioners with a framework for designing, discussing, and evaluating KM initiatives. For instance, as illustrated in Table 4 , a chief knowledge officer interested in investigating the impact of KM conduct on organizational growth can devise an exploration matrix to highlight relationships between each of the ontology's facets and various aspects organizational growth (e.g., in terms of learning and projections). This matrix is laid out with factors that a chief knowledge officer should consider in order to create and sustain competitive advantage (in light of indicators of growth) as columns and ontology elements as rows. Each cell in this matrix is a focal point for exploring relationships between the two intersecting constructs. Such exploration proceeds with the intent of identifying, discovering, or creating techniques, tools, or methods for KM that improve organizational growth.
In a related vein, the ontology has been used to devise the knowledge chain model, comprised of primary and secondary KM activities that are focal points for improving an entity's competitiveness in the directions of productivity, agility, innovation, and reputation enhancements (Holsapple & Singh, 2000) . The knowledge chain model has been shown to be consistent with cases reported in the literature (Holsapple & Singh, 2001) , supported by experiences of surveyed leaders of KM initiatives (Singh, 2000) , and capable of more detailed development (Holsapple & Jones, 2003) .
A Basis for KM Curriculum Development
Knowledge management is just beginning to find its way into university coursework (Ruth et al., 2003) . This ranges from offering individual KM courses, to embedding KM as a theme within traditional business courses, to orienting traditional degree programs (e.g., MBA) around a KM theme, to furnishing a degree program or concentration in KM. The ontology provides a structure that systematically identifies candidate topics for examination in a KM course or curriculum.
Exploratory matrices can help in developing instructional content. For instance, issues identified in Tables 2 and  3 are candidates for discussion points and research paper assignments. The ontology's elements can be juxtaposed with such issue areas as technology (as illustrated in Tables  5 and 6 ), best practices (as illustrated in Table 7 ), outcomes (e.g., to explore impacts of KM technologies and practices on an entity's productivity, agility, innovation, reputation, and financial performance), cases (e.g., to explore specific, real-world examples of KM in action for any of the ontology's four components or their elements), lessons learned (e.g., to explore experience-based prescriptions for the conduct of KM), frameworks (e.g., to explore wide-ranging perspectives on KM in a comparative fashion by relating them to the ontology), traditional disciplines (e.g., to ex- plore the implications of KM and the treatment of its elements in the contexts of financial management, production management, marketing, accounting, economics, strategy, human resource management, business law, business computing, international business, healthcare administration, and so forth), and entity levels (to explore commonalities, contrasts, and relationships among the personal through national and transorganizational levels of KM). A matrix such as the one illustrate in Table 5 can be used in the classrooms to compare, contrast, and summarize KM best practices. The table's rows list primary elements within the conduct of KM, and its columns list the companies under evaluation. Each cell lists a best practice example that relates to its row's construct and its column's company. Tables 6 and 7 can be used in the classrooms to illustrate how the ontology can be employed to systematically arrange an exploration of available technologies. Students can then study and report on the indicated technology clusters. Moreover, they can be used by practitioners seeking to identify/study clusters of KM technologies that have the potential to suit their needs, KM technology providers to evaluate their products and find functionalities that can be added to enhance them, or by researchers to devise taxonomies for KM technologies to guide investigations.
Examples of individual courses include Principles of KM for Management Students (a KM overview organized on the foundation furnished by the generic ontology), KM Practices (covering descriptive and prescriptive views of how KM is or should be practiced), and KM Technology (covering emerging and conventional technologies that can enable or facilitate KM conduct in an organization). For the latter, the ontology suggests a way to organize coverage of technologies based on their applications (e.g., technologies related to managerial influences, technologies that perform KMAs, and technologies that can help enhance participants' skills in performing those activities). Another example of an individual course is Measuring and Assuring Knowledge Assets, which would be especially relevant for accounting, economics, or finance majors. The ontology's resource component, coupled with the measurement and control influences, would give structure to such a course. Similarly, courses focusing on Knowledge Coordination and Knowledge Leadership, integrated with traditional coverage of coordination and leadership, would be beneficial for a wellrounded appreciation of KM.
An example of a KM degree program would be one that focuses on developing future leaders of organizational KM initiatives. This program can have a series of courses designed to help students understand how knowledge-based organizations work, as well as equipping them with methods and tools for managing such organizations. The generic ontology can be used to help ensure completeness, unity, and parsimony in developing such a program. The program could be designed around the four ontology components. The influences component can be used to develop a module on KM influences (e.g., courses on KM administration dealing with leading, controlling, coordinating, and measuring conduct of KM in an organization; a course dealing with environmental enablers and constraints on an entity's knowledge work). The resource component can be used to develop a module examining KRs (intellectual capital, organizational memory, and the nature of knowledge assets) and knowledge processors-both human (individual and social) and technological (e.g., decision support systems). The knowledge manipulation component can be used to develop a module on understanding and exercising skills Aspects of knowledge manipulation activities KM technologies for knowledge manipulation Acquisition/selection Knowledge identification tools (e.g., search technologies, intelligent agents), knowledge capturing tools (e.g., retrieval technologies), knowledge organization tools (e.g., knowledge visualization tools). Assimilation Tools that help in knowledge storage (by creating knowledge warehouses), capture organizational expertise (e.g., in the form of expert systems or case bases), aid in the assimilation process (through computer-based training). Generation Data mining, decision support systems; expert systems, executive information systems, modeling. Knowledge flows Messaging systems (e.g., e-mail), knowledge exchange (chat-rooms, electronic bulletin boards, video conferencing).
needed to operate on KRs (e.g., coursework on performing the various manipulation activities). The KM conduct component could lead to an introductory KM principles course and/or a capstone course that tie together the other modules, examine outcomes of the conduct of KM (e.g., organizational learning, knowledge commercialization via projections, competitive impacts advanced by the knowledge chain model), and delve into KM strategy (e.g., its alignment with business strategy and organizational vision/mission).
In a related vein, the ontology and consequent knowledge chain model has been used to conceive and structure the contents of a major KM reference book, the two-volume Handbook on Knowledge Management (Holsapple, 2003b,c) . The contents of this book have been used to expand the Knowledge Management Professional Society's CKM Program for certification and are being woven into its eCKM curriculum as well (Weidner, 2003) .
Conclusions
It is crucial to lay a strong foundation on which future KM research, practice, and education can develop. This research contributes to that foundation by formally advancing a generic, descriptive ontology that forms a cradle for KM research, study, and practice. The collaboratively developed ontology identifies and characterizes major elements of KM in a unified, relatively comprehensive manner. It describes organizational KRs where knowledge may be stored, embedded, and/or represented. The ontology identifies and relates KMAs that operate on those resources. It recognizes factors that influence the conduct of KM in an organization.
This ontology is intended to stimulate further conceptual development in the KM field. The ontology can further evolve through added breadth and depth. It can be extended in a normative direction by adding elements that prescribe methods and technologies for the conduct of KM. Future research and practice will more fully determine the extent of this ontology's utility and applicability.
